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Our Vision 

 

India is home to approximately 20 million Orphan children, i.e. the highest in the world. Most of these 
children struggle to survive and very often end up being trafficked or pushed into illegal works. Less than 
3% end up in adoption agencies or orphanages. CSA believes every child who has reached an institution 
should be nurtured till he/she grows to be a happy and contributing member of society. Further, if we 
take good care of at least these children, who are within “the system”, we will offer hope to those that 
are outside the system.  

We believe that adoption is the best form of child rehabilitation and every eligible child, should be given 
the opportunity to have a loving and caring family. Where adoption is not possible, the child should be 
brought-up in a well-run Orphanages with “family like care”. After the child turns 18 years of age, the 
aftercare support must continue till he/she is capable of decent livelihood and independent living. This 
way, we can and must make a life altering difference to the children and by doing so, stop the cycle of 
poverty and deprivation for them.   

This “virtuous” cycle requires all the stakeholders involved to work effectively. CSA has chosen to play 
the role of a “catalyst” in this process, with the objective of filling gaps, helping streamline processes, 
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and strengthen institutions. We do not run an Adoption Agency or Orphanage ourselves, but work with 
60+ existing institutions across four states to raise their standards and outcomes. 

Our Imprint 

 
State Maharashtra Odisha Goa Madhya 

Pradesh 

Total 

Year of Commencement 

in the State 
2002 2007 2010 2011  

No. Of Districts 5 4 2 6 17 

No. Of Children’s Homes 

& Adoption Agencies 
27 10 7 15 59 

No. Of Children 

Supported 
1080+  790+ 240+ 710+ 2800+ 

No. Of CSA Program Staff 03 02 02 05 12 
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Our Areas of Work 

 
We are one of the few NGO’s focused on children in institutional care with a goal of creating scalable 

impact in a cost effective and sustainable manner. Our areas of work cover the major areas of weakness 

in the entire eco-system spanning Adoption, Orphanages and Aftercare. We also believe in working 

alongside the government to improve policies and their implementation and advocacy based on data and 

research.  

Within these areas, we have identified the gaps and work with existing institutions and stakeholders to fill 

these gaps and strengthen the systems and processes. We do on the ground actions that deliver results – 

more adoptions, happier children, better developmental outcomes, placement into decent jobs etc. 

These results are real – the difference to the lives of children are clear and heartwarming. At the same 

time we focus on sustainability – by implementing best practices and processes and transferring 

knowledge to our partner institutions. 

We believe in documenting our work and measuring impact at every stage. We are constantly looking for 

improvements in our programs to make them more efficient, impactful and scalable.   

Work with Orphanages 
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CSA partners with Orphanages to improve and enhance the quality of care for children in orphanages. 

Our intervention originates from our belief that a happy and healthy childhood is the right of every 

child.  

Our programs start with the basics – Health, Nutrition, WaSH (water, sanitation and hygiene), and 

Protection. To address these, we look at underlying issues like toilets, clean drinking water, hygiene 

kits, training etc. We then move onto educational support, sports and recreation, life skills and soft 

skills. Exit preparation is a big gap in most orphanages, but very essential for independent living. As 

children get to 18 years of age, they get into the Aftercare and Livelihood program. Our programs 

deliver very substantial improvements in health and well-being of children as well as improved 

educational and development outcomes.  

In each area, our approach is to measure baseline, decide along with the Orphanage management how 

to fills gaps and not only provide the required assistance, but also put processes in place to ensure their 

sustainability. We repeat the measurement to ensure that there is clear impact from our programs. 

Simultaneously CSA works with Orphanage trustees to help build capacity of the Orphanage and turn 

them into model homes which in effect will help them sustain their work at a high level. 

36 Orphanages in our Basic programs and 24 in our Model orphanage programs 

 

 All orphanages have safe drinking water, adequate toilets and hygienic living conditions 

 Twice a year, Health check-ups done and Hygiene kits distributed to 2500+ children 

 Treatments for various ailments have been done – 600+ children treated 

 Awareness sessions on Personal & Skin Hygiene done across Institutions – 2700+ children 
attended 

 Supplementary nutrition is being provided across in the form of vegetables, fruits, pulses, milk & 
milk products etc. – 1200+ children benefitting from this support 

 As a result of these interventions, health related illnesses and issues have reduced, BMI has 
improved and above 80% children are in the normal BMI range 

 All children attend school. School kits (school fees, uniforms, shoes, books and stationery 
provided to 2700+ children 

 42 after school tutors appointed benefitting 1150 children  

 Overall children doing well in their academics  

 Exposure to different Life Skill sessions around topics like Communication, Collaboration, Critical 
Thinking, Self-Awareness & Self Esteem is helping children make informed choices & decisions, 
communicate better & children are participating & enjoying these sessions 

 Children’s Committees have been formed at most CCIs where children take an active part, regular 
meetings are taking place and minutes are recorded & maintained by the children 
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 35+ 0rphanage staff coached on requirements stipulated in the Juvenile Justice Act 

 20+ staff such as supervisors, caseworker, caretakers, cleaners, cooks have been provided at 
orphanages 

 Overall improvement of 26% in 26 Orphanages based on CSA Impact assessment tool over the 
last 12 months. The assessment tool evaluates the overall functioning and effectiveness of a CCI 
on a given number of parameters as per the JJ Act 2000. There are 12 parameters which form 
basis of the assessment. We had done an assessment in March 2015 which serves as the Baseline 
and a follow up assessment was done in March 2016 which serves as Endline 
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Aftercare and Livelihood 

 

This program starts while the child is in the orphanage, by creating awareness of the variety of career 

options available to children. This leads to career counselling and planning so that there is a plan in 

place about what they would do as they leave the Orphanages. While they are in the Orphanage, we 

also prepare them for the outside world with life skills and soft skills training. 

After the age of 18, when they can no longer remain at the orphanage, we facilitate livelihood training 

linked to job opportunities so that children, are able to earn and start building an independent life for 

themselves. During this transition period from Orphanage to independent living, CSA also provides 

mentoring support to each child. This is a very critical phase in their lives and some handholding goes a 

very long way into transforming the children into happy and contributing members of society.  

 Child Data Collection done for 400+ children above age group of 15 years which will help in 
creating a child development plan   

 50 hours of Life skills training done to 500 children  

 Vocation Trainings conducted (via Institutes) – 550+ children trained (tailoring, motor mechanic, 
beautician etc.) 

 38 children in our 18 years+ Aftercare program   
 

This is an important area in the life of a child in an orphanage which will make or break the future 

course of their lives. Orphanages are not equipped to handle this phase effectively and this is turning 

out to be a pressing need across orphanages as children turn 18. Building this program, therefore, 

requires impetus and focus. 
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It is heart-warming to see the future of these children’s lives being shaped through this program. We 
would like to share a few stories here of some children that are being impacted by the Aftercare & 
Livelihood program  

1) Govinda from Madhya Pradesh 
Govinda, now 18 years old, was found abandoned at the age of 8 at Khandwa Railway station by 

the nun in charge of Navjeevan Children’s Home.  

Govinda did his schooling in Khandwa. He had completed a basic course in Computers. CSA 

provided him with Tuition Teacher support for his 10th grade exams which he passed and 

scored 56%. He is preparing for his 12th grade exams & he has been employed for a Childline 

project in Indore where he is earning a remuneration of Rs.6000/month 

Govinda was provided with hands-on training to help prepare him for his new job. He was 

trained in the role of an office assistant while he was at the orphanage.  

Govinda plans to complete his higher secondary education from Indore and CSA will look to 

fund his education expenses. Our program officers are in touch with him & he is enjoying his 

workplace.  

 

           Govinda with Childline Staff after securing a job (Second from left) 

2) Shrikrishna Jogdand from Mumbai 
At the age of 3, Shrikrishna was admitted to the Children’s home, Pune by his mother. She was 

physically challenged and there were no support system for her to take care of him. He was 

transferred to different homes till he finally came to stay at the Government Home in 

Ulhasnagar, Mumbai.  

Shrikrishna completed his SSC two years ago and moved out of the orphanage as he had 

crossed 18 years. He would earn money by doing odd jobs. Our team got his contact details 

from the orphanage and we got in touch with him.  

CSA conducted a visit to ICICI Academy for Skills to orient eligible children on various courses 

offered. Shrikrishna was also a part of the team & he was motivated to join one of the courses 

offered. In June 2016, he secured admission at the ICICI Academy for Skills for a course in 
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Refrigeration & AC Repair which was a 3 months course. We supported him by funding his 

accommodation & travelling expenses during this period.  

Shrikrishna has successfully completed the course & has got a job with a salary of Rs. 

8000/month. He is very happy and doing well at his job. 

Shrikrishna is now motivating his friends at the orphanage to come forward and take up similar 

courses to secure their future.   

 

3) Divya Alleria from Madhya Pradesh 
Divya, now 18 years, had lost her mother in her childhood & was admitted to an orphanage in 

Indore – Jeevan Jyoti Rao by her father, a driver by profession.  

Divya is a bright girl & has participated in all activities conducted at the orphanage. She was also 

appointed as the President of the Children’s Committee at the orphanage. 

Divya scored 78% in her 12th grade exams and is now pursuing her Bachelor’s in Science course 

at the Holkar Science College, Indore. CSA is supporting her with college, accommodation & 

transport expenses.  
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4) Suraj Bendure from Pune  
Suraj and his brother were admitted to the Observation Home for Boys in Shivaji Nagar, Pune 

by his grandmother as their parents had passed away & she could not look after them. Suraj 

was 10 years old then. 

Suraj is a happy & fun loving child and would make friend easily. He was good at studies & 

would always score well in exams. Since CSA was already working with the Observation Home, 

we provided study material & coaching classes for Suraj & his batch mates for their 10th grade 

exams, which he passed with flying colors & received a scholarship for securing Distinction. 

Suraj then enrolled for a Three year Diploma course in Engineering which he again passed with 

Distinction marks. He wanted to then pursue a Degree course in Engineering. He approached 

the local Child Welfare Committee, who in turn, suggested that he approach CSA. We stepped 

in by funding his college fees, uniforms and other materials through donations received. Suraj is 

now appearing for his third year B.E course exam and in a year’s time, his dream of becoming an 

engineer will be a reality. We are happy to be a part of Suraj’s incredible journey & wish him the 

best.  

 

5) Mahesh Khada from Madhya Pradesh 
Mahesh had lost both his parents at the age of 5 and was admitted to Bahuuddeshiya Seva 

Samiti orphanage in Indore by his grandmother. Mahesh is 19 years old now.  

Mahesh was an average student and completed his 12th grade in Commerce stream from 

Indore. Mahesh was taken to the ICICI Academy for Skills to attend an orientation session and 

soon after, he enrolled for the Central Air Conditioning course. 

After completion of his 3 months course, Mahesh was placed at Shree Sai Services, 

Ahmedabad. He is receiving a salary of Rs.7000/month along with food & accommodation.  
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All children in the Aftercare & Livelihood program have been provided with a set of clothes, 

formal shoes, office bag etc. in order to help them start their work life on a positive, confident 

note.  

Adoption 

 
There are less than 5000 legal adoptions in our country. In a country with over 20 million orphans, this 

number is ridiculously small. Adoption is by far the best outcome for an orphaned child – much better 

than life in institutionalized care. It is a win-win for the Adoptive parents as well and there are enough 

parents willing to adopt a child. Clearly, the single most issue leading to diminishing numbers is the 

shortage of children available for adoption. A key question to consider – where are the children that are 

eligible for adoption and what can be done to bring them into the adoption stream?    
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Our field research and work with orphanages shows that there are many children without parental 

contact that are languishing in orphanages. This is a travesty of child rights that should be corrected on 

a war footing basis. 

According to our pilot study, there are 2341 children in 64 CCIs in the States of Odisha, Goa & Madhya 

Pradesh. In this population, we tried to identify children who had no parental contact for prolonged 

periods.  

The data shows that 12% (278 children) are without any parental contact. They were either found 

abandoned or left by someone and there has been no contact with the family after that. 76 children are 

below the age of 10 years. 

The study also showed another 10% (245 children) where parental contact is irregular or data is 

incomplete in the case files.  

To summarize the study, 22% of the children are with no parental contact or irregular parental contact. 

We are convinced that by proper intervention, many children can be moved into the adoption stream. 

We have published a White Paper which provides details of the pilot study and inferences drawn. To 

know more, click on the link below –  

http://www.csa.org.in/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/White-paper_Adoption.pdf  

We referred these cases to the respective Child Welfare Committees & have followed up to get eligible 

children made legally free for adoption. Our first and important success milestone came through in 

Kalahandi district in Odisha!  

CASE STUDY 

Kalahandi District, Odisha 

In a pilot project done in cooperation with the government authorities, CSA studied the parental 

contact status of every child living in 21 orphanages in Kalahandi District, Odisha. The key findings 

were as below: 

• Data collected of 835 children 

• 115 children had either no parental contact or parental whereabouts were not known 

• 39 children required social investigation 

http://www.csa.org.in/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/White-paper_Adoption.pdf
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After investigation, case files of 99 children were given to CWC. 

CWC decided that adoption was a preferred option for 74 children; process of declaring these children 

legally free for adoption was initiated. 

As of date, 44 children have been made legally free and their data loaded into CARINGS. 

This pilot is a FIRST in the country.  

We have continued to collect data from orphanages across the states of Odisha, Goa, Madhya Pradesh 

& Maharashtra. So far, we have collected data for 11190 children & parental status breakup is 

summarized below -  

 

We are now working on involving the concerned government officials such as CWC (Child Welfare 

Committee) and WCD (Women and Child Development Department) and DCPO (District Child 

Protection Officer) in the respective districts / states to take appropriate action on the data that we 

have provided & declare eligible children legally free for adoption. 

If this exercise is taken up on a nation-wide basis, our estimate is that it can result in over 10,000 

children being made available for adoption. 

Financials at a Glance 

An overview of sources of funds & utilization is summarized in the charts below –  
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Engagement with Corporates & Other Events 

* CSA’s 11th Annual Fundraiser Dinner 2015 was held on 21st November 2015 at the National Sports Club of 

India, Mumbai. The event was a grand success & it would not have been possible without the unflinching support 

of our sponsors, generous donors and contributors 

* 'Airtel Delhi Half Marathon'- ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd. have been supporting CSA year after 

year at the Delhi Half Marathon. We express our deepest thanks for their support & contribution  

* 'Standard Chartered Mumbai Marathon 2016' – This year our team was able to hand over our event umbrella 

to John Abraham who is the Ambassador of the Mumbai Marathon! We wish to thank our supporters who 

participated in the Dream Run - Accelya Kale Solutions Ltd and Kale Logistics Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 

* 'Back to School' campaign – This time staff from Accelya Kale Solutions Ltd contributed geometry compass 

boxes and other back to school items for children from our Mumbai orphanages. A group of staff visited the 

Balmandir Boy’s Home at Panvel, played games with the children & then handed over the supplies & some 

refreshments. In turn, the kids made pretty handmade Thank You cards and personalized these cards for each 

staff!  

* As part of the 'Back to School' campaign, ICICI Prudential Life Insurance Co. Ltd. staff in Madhya Pradesh 

donated school bags & stationery items to children from 2 CCIs in MP. Around 20 staff visited these orphanages 

& engaged in some fun games with the children, provided children with career guidance inputs & then 

distributed school items & snacks 

Our CSR Partners  
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Our Change Catalysts – Volunteers Speak 

Volunteering is at the heart of the social sector and volunteers bring with them enthusiasm and fresh 

set of ideas. Volunteers have hearts of gold and volunteering takes a sheer selfless sense of wanting to 

give back to the community. 

We appreciate all those who take time out and volunteer with our orphaanges time and again. Some of 

our volunteers have penned down their experience with CSA & these have been featured below - 

Brittney Ihrig & Rose Botros 

Brittney and Rose came on a scholarship to volunteer with CSA in June 2015 for a period of 6 weeks 

from the University of Western Sydney, Australia. They share with us their experience -  

"Rose and I, both come from Sydney Australia and on a scholarship with our university – the University 

of Western Sydney and volunteered with CSA for a very short, one month period as communications 

and business interns in the Thane office. We travelled from our hotel close to Metro Cinema in South 

Mumbai, all the way to Thane by train. The journey way beautiful, insightful and one of the most 

amazing parts of our adventure in India. The lush green grass zooming past, the incredibly slippery 

seats, the sari’s that burst with color, the convenient on-board 10 rupee shopping and the refreshing 

(and also sometimes smelly) breeze that alleviates the heat, all made our journey to the Thane office, 

just that extra-bit special. This is all a part of the romanticism of working overseas, and we certainly 

were not short-changed. Whilst working for CSA, we produced teaching materials, a video, articles, 

diet and hygiene plans and executed a stakeholder engagement strategy.  

However, probably the most rewarding aspect was having the privilege to see the excellent work that 

CSA does. Rose and I have no doubt that this organization does an excellent service to the needs of 

beautiful children in India. Rose and I can remember the day Sidney told us that very few children in 

India are ready to be adopted – this totally contrasts a foreigner’s idea of India, as our idea of India 

coincides with imagery of poverty and homeless children. Sidney informed us, that this is true, 

however, the percentage of those children in need, who are actually in ‘child care institutions’ is very 

low and the percentage of those children who are legally able to be adopted is substantially even lower. 

However, probably one of the most astonishing finds about CSA was the speed at which CSA was able 

to connect parents-wanting-to-adopt from the city, to children in need in the rural outskirts. When 

interviewing two recent adoptee parents, they told us that both of their adoptions had been very fast, 

one happened in less than a month, and the other in mere months. This is a very stark contrast to the 

adoption situation in Australia. Because Australia has an awful and shameful past of forced adoptions 

within the indigenous population of Australia, we have shrouded our adoption process lengthy waiting-

periods and laced it with an abundance of red-tape and legalities. This means that adoptions can take 

up to a decade. However, here in India, the solution seems so simple, so clear and so right. This is just 

one of the reasons why Rose and I loved volunteering with CSA." 
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Kylie Cisney 

Kylie is passionate about changing the world through telling stories and building strong 

communities. She earned her bachelors in marketing and journalism. She came to India in January 

2016 and spend several weeks interviewing & photographing adoptive parents and recording their 

adoption story for CSA. 

"In January and February of 2016, I had the opportunity to travel throughout India to interview families 

who had adopted children with CSA. It was an incredible experience to be able to meet so many 

different families, to hear their stories, and to write their stories for publication in CSA's new book 

promoting positive adoption stories. Personally, it was also an amazing opportunity to travel 

throughout India, as I had never visited India before. I travelled to Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore, and 

Pune. I am inspired by the parents I interviewed, and by the vision of CSA's founders and the vice 

chairperson of SOFOSH, Ms. Dipika Maharajsingh. I would like to thank the staff of CSA for this 

opportunity." 

Meet the CSA Team 

Our team consists of below listed members spread across different locations. We love what we do, and 
our passion drives us to make an impact wherever we are! 

CSA wouldn’t be what it is today without the incredible and dynamic team that works at the grassroots 
everyday to catalyse social change! Thanks to everyone who’s put their heart and their energy into CSA. 

 

From left to right – FRONT: Deepali Arnikar (Accounts Assistant), Prici Thomas (Program Officer 
Education-Madhya Pradesh), Disha Bheda (Programme Officer-Madhya Pradesh), Monalisa Das 
(Programme Officer-Odisha), Sandhya Sardar (Programme Officer-Mumbai, Maharashtra),     Mrs. 
Bharati Dasgupta (CSA Co-Founder & Secretary), Margret D’Souza (Program Officer-Madhya Pradesh), 
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Jovina Mascarenhas (Program Officer-Goa), Wilma Correa (Donor Relations & Communication 
Manager-CSA) 

BACK: Yogesh Govind (Senior Finance & Admin Officer-CSA), Mayur Bagul (Program Officer-Pune, 
Maharashtra), Suchith Rao (Senior Program Officer-Goa), Sidney Rocha (CEO-CSA), Rohan Rodrigues 
(Adoption Manager-CSA), Ryan D’mello (Programme Officer-Madhya Pradesh), Anupam 
Subhadarshan (Programme Officer-Odisha), 

Deepesh Choukse (Programme Manager-Madhya Pradesh), Lucy Mathews (Senior Program Officer-
Pune, Maharashtra), Sudhir Chauhan (Office Assistant) [Not in the Photo]  

CSA Organisation - Board of Trustees 

 

 

Board Meeting Details 

Board Meetings held between 01/04/2015 and 31/03/2016 

18/07/2015 Managing Committee Meeting 

18/07/2015 Annual General Body Meeting 

21/12/2015 Managing Committee Meeting 

05/03/2016 Managing Committee Meeting 

 

 

S.No. Name Age 

(years)

Gender Occupation Relation to Board Of Trustees Position on Board Number of years 

associated with the 

Organisation

No. of meetings 

attended out of total 

during the year

Remuneration and 

Reimbursements in Rs.

1 Vipul Jain 60 Male Service Husband to Shibani Jain Co-Founder & 

President

14 4 NIL

2 Bharati 

Dasgupta

74 Female Retired Mother of Shibani Jain Co-Founder & 

Secretary

14 2                             90,179.00 

3 Shibani Jain 51 Female Business Daughter of Bharati 

Dasgupta, Wife of Vipul Jain

Co-Founder & 

Trustee

14 4 NIL

4 Mathew 

Thomas

50 Male Service None Treasurer & 

Trustee

8 2 NIL

5 Javed Tapia 50 Male Service None Trustee 7 0 NIL

6 Rahul Kulkarni 41 Male Service None Trustee 6 3 NIL

7 Vinayak Kamath 46 Male Business None Trustee 6 4 NIL

8 Brajesh Mishra 47 Male Business None Trustee 7 0 NIL

9 Meher 

Gandevia - 

Billimoria

45 Female Service None Trustee 5 3 NIL
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CSA Secretariat 

1. Staff Details as on 31/03/2016 

Gender 

Employees 

full time 

(remunera

ted staff) 

Employees 

part time 

(remunera

ted staff) 

Consultants 

Full time 

(remunerat

ed) 

Consult

ants 

Part 

time 

(remun

erated) 

Volunteers 

Full time 

(pro-bono/ 

not 

remunerat

ed)  

Volunteer

s Part 

time (pro-

bono/ not 

remunerat

ed) 

Total 

Team 

Full 

time 

Total 

Team 

Part 

time 

Male 8 0 4 20 0 70 12 90 

Female 5 0 21 36 0 63 26 99 

 
2. Full-Time Staff 
 

Sr. No. Designation Male Female 

1 CEO 1 0 

2 Sr. Programme Officer, Pune 0 1 

3 Programme Officer (Education), Pune 1 0 

4 Programme Officer, Mumbai 0 1 

5 Project Manager, Madhya Pradesh 1 0 

6 Programme Officer, Madhya Pradesh 0 1 

7 Programme Officer, Madhya Pradesh 1 0 

8 Sr. Programme Officer, Goa 1 0 

9 Programme Coordinator, Odisha 1 0 

10 Sr. Finance & Admin Officer 1 0 

11 Donor Relations & Communication Manager 0 1 

12 Accounts Assistant 0 1 

13 Office Assistant 1 0 

TOTAL 8 5 
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3. Project (Field) Staff (on contract including part-timers) 
 

 

 

 

4. Gender-Wise Distribution of Project Staff  
 

Category Male Female 

Full time 4 20 

Part time 20 36 

 

 

 

 

M F M F M F

Caretaker 0 1 0 0 0 1

CaseWorker 0 0 0 2 0 2

CCI Manager 0 1 0 0 0 1

Tuition Teacher 0 0 1 5 1 5

Education Coordinator 0 1 0 0 0 1

Caretaker 0 2 0 0 0 2

CCI Manager 1 1 0 0 1 1

Tuition Teacher 0 0 7 12 7 12

Vocation/Extra Curriculam Teacher 0 0 3 3 3 3

Education Coordinator 0 2 0 0 0 2

Caretaker 0 9 0 0 0 9

Counselor 0 0 0 1 0 1

physiotheripiest 0 1 0 0 0 1

Supervisor 1 0 0 0 1 0

Tuition Teacher 0 0 0 6 0 6

Caretaker 1 0 0 0 1 0

Supervisor 1 1 0 0 1 1

Tuition Teacher 0 0 8 1 8 1

Education Coordinator 0 0 0 1 0 1

Caretaker 0 1 0 0 0 1

Counselor 0 0 0 1 0 1

Tuition Teacher 0 0 0 4 0 4

Vocation/Extra Curriculam Teacher 0 0 1 0 1 0

4 20 20 36 24 56

Maharashtra(Pune)

Full Time Part Time Total
State Designation

Grand Total

GOA

Madhya Pradesh

Maharashtra(Mumbai)

Odisha
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Accountability & Compliance Measures 

This information is provided to maintain a transparent organization in compliance with laws and 

regulations in addition to standard accountability norms, and to give the reader an understanding of 

our structure and functioning. 

1. Distribution of Paid Staff According to Compensation Levels as on 31/03/2016 
 
Slab of gross salary (in Rs) plus benefits 

paid to staff (per month) 

Male staff Female staff Total staff 

Less than 5000 19 43 62 

5,000 – 10,000 4 8 12 

10,000 – 25,000 3 6 9 

25,000 – 50,000 5 4 9 

50,000 – 1,00,000 1 0 1 

Greater than 1,00,000 - - 0 

 

2. Staff remuneration [Monthly Salary + benefits] in Rupees (including Professional Charges) 

 

Head of the Organisation      :  Rs. 1,00,000 per month 

Highest paid staff member     :  Rs. 1,00,000 per month 

Lowest paid staff member     :  Rs. 7,500 per month 

 

3. Staff International Travel (in the year 2015-2016)  =  Rs. 29,285/- 
 

4. Annual Gross Remuneration paid to Board of Trustees 
Sr.No. Name Gross Remuneration 

(Rupees p.a.) 

1 Vipul Jain NIL 

2 Bharati Dasgupta NIL 
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3 Shibani Jain NIL 

4 Mathew Thomas NIL 

5 Javed Tapia NIL 

6 Rahul Kulkarni NIL 

7 Vinayak Kamath NIL 

8 Brajesh Mishra NIL 

9 
Meher Gandevia-

Billimoria 
NIL 

 

5. Amount reimbursed (in Rs.) to Board of Trustees in the financial year 2014-15 for the following 
items:   

1 International Travel NIL 

2 Domestic Travel NIL 

3 Local Conveyance            Rs.90,179/- 

4 Entertainment Expenses NIL 

5 Others NIL 

 

 

6. Main Bankers & Statutory Auditors 

Main Bankers Statutory Auditors 

Name of Banker: HDFC Bank   Name of Audit Firm: V G Dadhe & Co.  

Address:  

Saurabh CHS, Off Service 

Road, Eastern Express 

Highway, Near Modi Hyundai 

Showroom, Panchpakhadi, 

Thane 400602 

Address: Yashoda Niwas,  

Sheela Vihar Colony,  

Opp: Hotel Yatri, Karve Road., Pune, 

Maharashtra - 411038 

Tel: 020-25452183 

Email id: vgdca@yahoo.co.in 
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7. Date of Filing Returns 

Income Tax Return: Oct 10, 2016 

FCRA Return: Yet to be filed (Due Date: Dec 31, 2016) 

Trust / Society / Company Annual Return: Sept 30, 2016 
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Auditor’s Report 
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How to Support CSA 

You can help us in different ways -  

• Fund any of our programs - Adoption, Work with Orphanages or Bridge to Livelihood 

• You could also fund the Go-Wide Programs - Health, Nutrition, Education, WaSH or Livelihood across 

the Orphanages in one or more states 

• Give us material that we can use - clothes, food, books, computers, hygiene kits etc. 
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• Partner with us - we are looking for organisations working in areas of education, skilling, counselling, 

technology etc. 

• Volunteer - we are looking for volunteers in a variety of part-time / short term roles 

 

 


